
 Film 

 LCB Depot’s exhibition & events programme highlights work from a different creative practice every 
 month. In March 2022 the focus is on Film, photography and related industries. 

 Work is exhibited across the site and online from  March 7  th  -  24  5h  2022, Mon to Fri, 9am - 5pm 

 To find out more visit  https://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film2022 

 #film @  lcbdepot 

 Work 1: 'Tig' 2021, Work 2: 'The Lovers' 2020, Work 3: 'My Bum is in Charge of Me' 2021 

 Samuel Thompson-Plant 

 Work 1: Dual Channel Moving Image Installation, Work 2: Moving image, Work 3: Moving-Image 

 Predominantly working in moving image and ceramics, Samuel Thompson-Plant also works with 
 performance, text, sound, installation and found objects. New perspectives on lived experience are 
 unpicked in Samuel’s work. Everyday situations are analysed and played with to frame our 
 experiences in a different light, proposing shifts in how we identify with the present moment. 

 Samuel’s moving-image practice engages with by enacting and reifying various performative 
 structures, such as personal and social narratives, game-playing and visual jokes. In reifying and 
 unpicking memories and moments on various levels, the work aims to express a seeking of 

https://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film2022
https://www.instagram.com/lcbdepot


 heightened reality and builds new perspectives on how we interact with both sides of the coin: our 
 earthly qualities, and the artifice in which we live. 

 ‘Heightened reality’ is recognised in Samuel’s work as a deep connection to moments of spiritual or 
 emotional clarity which punctuate our lived experiences. These moments might exist in the 
 experience of ‘flow’, such as in Samuel’s work ‘Tig’ 2021, in which two participants are instructed to 
 play the game of the same name. To achieve this, the camera is often handheld and directed towards 
 the face to allow the complexities of human expression to play a role in generating emotional energy. 
 Through this, everyday experiences are re-framed and re-shaped into something which transcends 
 their original state. 

 These moments are almost out of sight and out of mind. Samuel’s performative moving-image work 
 builds situations that seek to bring these moments within reach. A ‘re-experiencing’ of ourselves is 
 present, a double-take of where, who and what we are. 

 NFS 

 Artist Bio 

 Samuel Thompson-Plant, born in Leicester, UK (1998), graduated from BA Fine Art at Loughborough 
 University, UK, and has attended the Academy of Fine Arts Helsinki, Finland, for an international 
 exchange year. He has exhibited in and curated exhibitions in art spaces across the Midlands, and 
 internationally. 

 Samuel has been involved in multiple art projects, running participatory workshops and engaging in 
 collaborations with artists both within and outside the UK. He is currently undertaking a residency at 
 Loughborough University funded by the Artist’s Benevolent Fund and has also been working as an 
 artist's assistant to Franko B. 

 Instagram: @  samuelthompsonplant 

http://www.instagram.com/samuelthompsonplant/

